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Dormitory Security Tightened
by MIKE MADGES

Security at Xavier has become a particularly
important issu~ within the last two weeks owing
•
•
·1
•
1 •
X •
to an mcrease m assua
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• 1 · ts Invo VIng
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stud ents. I n an .Qf:fi Cia statement y Xavier's
administration it was noted that our security is
seriously threatened by non-students who want to
take advantage ·of a situation in which a ·large
number of people are located in a small area.
To alleviate this situation steps
have been taken through the office
of Mr. David Tom, Director of
Housing, to more effectively insure
the ilecurity of the residence halls.

Ms.- Mary Louise Gist

The measures as adopted state
that all exterior doors to the
residence halls, except the front
doors, will be locked at the
beginning of open house and

Residents Complain About
Noise At Socials In Armory
by JEFF ROTH
The Dayton post-game mixer,
held on Saturday, January 5,
became the cause of concern and
confusion when residents liVing
near the armory complained about
the noise level of the band. The
family which raised the complaint
wishes to remain anonymous.
At apJil'Oximately 10:00 p.m. on
Saturday . ni1ht, the security
officers at the dance received
notice that the Wife of the family
.involved had contacted university
officials With ~pect to-thM1oise
which was' keeping her children
awake. At that point the security
.guards advised the sponsors of the
mixer to tum the amplifiers down.
Security was notified again at
11:30 p.m. by the complainants
that the music was still being
played at a disturbing level. When

informed of the situation, Mr.
Roderick C. Shearer, Vice·
President of Student Affairs,
asked that the social event be
·stopped; however, after two of the
dance's sponsors Visited the
perturbed husband and wife at
11:55 p.m., a compromise was
worked out so that the mixer was
allowed to go until12:30 a.m.
·The events of Saturday night
resulted from a long series of
co~ntations between Xayier·
· University and this particular ·
family over the matter of the ·
disturbance of. the pear.e by the
loud mixers in the armory.
The husband of the family .
allegedly got "the ·run around"
when he · contacted Xavier's
administration concerning dances
held in the armory in August,

fF===========================R
Fomm Series

"New Roles of the Police
Officer·in the Community"
Have you ever read THIS WEEK
ON X. U. CAMPUS and noticed an
item announcing' a "Police
Seminar"? Have you wondet:ed
what this seminar is all about?
·who is it for? what's it doing on our
campus? ·
Did you see the recent surveys
which showed that, in 1971, the
crimeraterosedrasticallyinevery
U.S. city, ·including Cincinnati?·
How is the Cincinnati Police
Department prepari'?g to meet this
problem? ·
·What are some of the things a
police· ·officer does, besides
arresting people?
Answers to these and many
other questions will be given at the
X.U. Forum Lecture in the Theater
of The University Center at 8:00
p.m. on February 17.
The speaker will be Colonel Carl
V. Goodin, Chief, Police Division,
'City of Cincinnati. His topic will
be: "New Roles of the Police
Officer in· the Community."
Goodin became Police Chief in
February, 1971, after an
outstanding career on the force
and passing the gualifying
exainination with the highest and
almos~ . a perfect score. He will
·share with the audience the
insights into our city's problems
he. has
gained from
year as
.. .. .
.
. his first
. ···;·.

Police Chief.
A capable. panel will dialog

withGa~ldinafterhislecture.Mter

five years as Citizen Relations
Specialist on the Cincinnati
Human Relations Commission,
Mr. Waddell Curtis was appointed
last month to the post of Advisor
and Community Resource Aide to
the Commander of the Police·
Program Management Bureau.
On January 4, 1972, an article in
The Enquirer described his new
job this way: "Curtis' job will be to
gooutintot~ecommunity,findout

what. the people's problems are
and bring their ideas back to the
police."
The second panelist will be Dr.
Walter W. Lippert, Ph.D., Chief
Psychologist, .Emerson A. North
Hospital, Cincinnati. From 1960 to
1967 Lippert was Chief
Psychologist for the Hamilton
County Juvenile Court. As a
member of the Psychology
Department at Xavier. he
participates in the Police Training
Program here at the University.
This Forum Lecture will be open
to questions from the audience, so
that faculty and students may
receive answers to their many
concerns about crime and the role
of the police from acknowledged
experts.

November, and December of 1970.
However, in January of 1971, an
agreement was worked out with
respect to the mixer that was to
take place that month and for all·
future mixers. Mr. Patrick J.
Nally, Dean of Students, promised
that the .band would be arranged
in such a way that themusicwould
be projected toward the Victory
Parkway side of the armory, that
the windows and doors on the
Winding Way side of the armory
would be kept. dosed, ·that the
students sponsoring the dances
would be made aware of these
requirements, and that Mr .
Raymond J. Guye, Director of CoCurricular Activities, would act as
a go-between to insure that the
family would not be bothered by
the music. Accordingly, on the
January evening of the next

unlocked at 7:00 a.m. Guests of
residents who participate in the
Open House Program must be
escorted by a host or hostess while
in areas where the opposite sex
resides.
The new statement of policy also
mRintained that the sign-in and
sign-out policies in all halls will be
observed and that 24-hour open
areas such as Kuhlman Hall's
sixth floor lounge, . Brockman's
loimge, and Husman'slaungewill
remain open and accessible to all.
residents and their guests.
·
Special
supplementary
guidelines
were adopted for
Kuhlman Hall, the coed residence:
The most important items state
that Kuhlman Hall will have a
receptionist who will admit only
properly identified persons
between the hours of7:00 p.m. and
7:00 a.m. on weekdays and 2:00
p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on Saturdays
and Sundays and that special selflocking doors have been installed
on the women's wings. The doors
will be locked at the conclusion of
open house and will remain locked
until morning. Disciplinary action

will result for any. student
apprehended blocking such doors.
In an address to all resident
Xavier coeds on Tuesday
eveJJing, February 8, Ms. Mary
Lou Gist, Dean of Women,
explained that the "issue
involvedisthesecurityofeach
and every one of you here."
She explained that "security is
a two-way street" and thatitis
the girls' responsibility to eee
that the newly-adopted
•ecurity measures ·are
enforced. ·
In reply to questions directed
both to Gist and Tom after his
address, both admitted that there
were specific problems which
involved certain aspects of the new
guidelines. They explained that
these problems could not be
adequately answered at that
particular time. Gist and Tom
noted, however, that inherent
problems will be worked out and
that the decisions would be
forwarded to the students. They
also enco11raged student
(Continued on page 6)

Committee Compiles Data
For Trustees Expansion
by PAT TENHUNDFELD

One of the more recently- future.
The committee will have no real
organiZed committees at Xavier is
authoritative
power, says Tom
the Board of Trustees Committee,
headed by Ms. Mary Lou Gist, Zeno; its purpose is to make
Dean of Women, and Tom Zeno. recommendations to the Board of
The committee was formed in Trustees.
Now it is in the process of
December following the
announcement of the planned gathering informations; no
mixer, Guye visited the increase in the Board of Trustees. recommendations will be made
complainant's home and made At the present time, the committee until the committee is enlarged.
sure that the music's volume met is still in the research stage, but it · Recently, the committee sent
their approval.
is projected to include several questionnaries to the student body,
presidents and deans of students
According to the husband ofthis students.
family, however, when the next
An important change is soon to in all ofthe 29 Jesuit colleges in the
dance took place in the spring, be effected here at Xavier U.S. and Canada. Fifteen of the 28
none of the former agreements University. The Board of Trustees, colleges surveyed sent back
were honored; and, since the now comprised of nine members, replies; of the 15 replies, there were
plans to add six more in the near five from student body presidents
(Continued on page 2)
and 13 from the administrators.
Tom Zeno explained some of the
results of the survey. The average
size of the Board of Trustees of the
Worst to retjre
schools replying was 16.2 people.
Of the 13 schools responding,
five out of 13 have women on their
Bo~uds, and eight do not. All those
who replied agreed that women
should be allowed to be members of
the Board.
by TOM SCHEVE
Of the 13 universities which
Mr. Albert J. Worst, head of the Library Committee,· replied only one (Gonzaga
librarian at Xavier for 40 years indicated that the committee was
University) has a student on the
will· retire effective in September not satisfied with just those
Board
of Trustees, and the
providing the university can find a applicants and decided to widen
administration there explained
the
search.
suitable replacement for him:
In connection with that intent .this as "purely for political
reasons." All of the students
In August Worst will reach 65 the committee decided to advertise
replying thought that students
years of age, the ordinary age for in professional library jounals and
retirement at Xavier. He came to seek interested persons at should be permitted on the Board,
Xavier in 1932 when,·he says; "the graduate schools of library and four of the eight
administrators thought that
only girls here were the telephone
science.
students shoqld also, but their
operators." At that time the
As of February 1 the Library
library was housed in the Schmidt Committee has received 30 "yeses" to this question were very
Building with a collecti~n of only applications. Jones stated that the
qualified.
35,000 volumes. Since that time he committee would wait a week to
. Of 13 of the schools, nine have
has seen the library grow to where ten days for further applications,
lay people on their Boards. When
it now occupies the three-story at which time a screening
asked whether they thought their
McDonald Memoriat Library with committee will be set up, a process
Boards of Trustees were good or
175,000 volumes.
bad, only one of the student body
which will narrow the search to
presidents who replied thought
The job of finding a replacement two or three applicants who will be
that his Board was not good.
for Worst was given to the Library invited to the campus for a
Committee in November at which personal interview.
Soon Xavil!r students can expect
time there were five applicants for
Jones said he was unable to say
to have voice in recommendations
the position.
exactly when a replacement will be
to the Bm1rd of Trustees through·
. ..
the Board of •i'fustees. COitllllittel'.
Dr. Williiun A; Jones, Chairman named for Worst...

Library Committe-e Seeks
Applicants For Position

\
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Residents Com.plain About
Noise ·A.- Socials In.Armory

FREE CHEST

(Cont(nued from page Jl·

be.; ·on the Xavier Campus in

X-RAYS
The Mobile ·x-ray Unit will

,...i~_do~~ - and

'

I

front of Alter Hall on Friday,
February 1S, fro~ 9:00 a.m. to
11:30· a.m., and again from
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
· Everyone i8 urged to take ad·
vantage of this oppo"rtunity
·to get a flee cheat x-ray.

doot__~ f~-"!ng emphasized that within the past
WindingWaywere again left open, ;tWo- weeks they have contacted,
the music was unbearable. As a- ,andhaveth,supportofmoetofthe
result, he dreW up a petition, which '1:1 residents ~- the vicinity of the
was signed by approximately 25 armory.
·
N.iny~-- on the other hand,
residents living close to the·
armory, in which it was SUIJested reiterated the fact - that
that future mixers be held at a praetiealpldellnes have been·
location internal to the campus.
set to maintabi a reasonable
According to Nally, as a result of_ volume of music at the armory
this petition, very few social dances, and that a punishment
programs and practically no for the students' fallure tomixers have taken place in the comply with thesefl~eUnea·: _·
· armory during this school year. also exists, i.e. the orfeitiare: _
Yet, thesefeweventshavebrougJ:it. by atudentalnvolV'ect-- oUheir _
further complaints from the same right to sitonsor daneea for the
family which expressed previous · rest. of the year. He did
dissatisfaction. Thus, the husband, recognize the possibility that.
of the family expressed his· aome_o_n_Q
might have._
disapproval with the noise level of _ overlooked the- guidelines ,
a mixer held in September of 1971, . with respect to the last mixer. .•
and received assurances that the Finally, he· -emphasized that ~
situation would be rectified.
the university _is making ' ·
Again, on October 15, when sincere efforts to keep moat
he was out of town, his wife such dances interior to 'tlie· ·
complained tO police as well as university, and cited the Mardi
to Shearer about the voiume of_ Gras dance held in the grill on
·the music at the Leon Russell· January 12 as an example of
Concert; moreover, she such efforts.
expressed her disgust to Nally ·
concerning
obscenities
directed to her by a perso~
allegedly associated with the
direction of the concert, and
with respect to the response of
an administrator from the
Student Affairs Office who
;allegedly justified the incident.
with the remark, "We just'
want the money." However,.
both the husband'and his wife
admitted that the music of
concerts held in the fieldhouse
usually did not disturb them
and was not their main
.concern.
Nevertheless, as a result of these
events, on November 5, 1971, the
husband swore out an affidavit~
for disorderly conduct ·against
Xavier University: the Board of
Trustees and the Dean ofStudents.
When no action was tliken by the·
courts; he was very perplexed and
disturbed. When asked about this
matter, both Nally and Shearer, as
w~ll as Xavier's lawyer, . Mr.
Vipcent Beckman, said that they
had no knowledge that such an
affidavit had been tiled. A
:: .. , ,
municipal clerk of District 4
clarified the issue when he
explained that the affidavit was
invalid and did not go to court
because the name of an individual
person was not included in it. __
Matters came to ahead again
at the Dayton post-game
mixer. Having considered the
:events of January 5 and the
previous problems, the
husband and wife involved in
the complaints said thay they
hold the administrators of
Xavier, especially Guye,
Nally,
and
Shearer,
responsible
for
the
recurrences of mixers which
"disturb the peace of the
neighborhood.' As an
indication of where the
responsibility lies, they cited'
the fact that the student
sponsors of the most recent
dance knew nothing of their
agreement with the university
·involving the doors, windows,
and position of the band.
This allegation of the innocence
of the student sponsors was hom
out by these .sponsors who
declared that Guye had told them
'nothing other than to make sure
some security guards were on
hand The· perturbed couple feels
that either all dances and mixers
-------G:··-------:--R·--·:
.. ____1__ ,_.
.
: : .~ .'· ·. '
:. : '
involving unusually loud. music
.
.
should be held in the cafet~ria or
·. -····>· '•
some other location internal to
,.
· campus, or former promises of
Shearer should be strictly,
F CINCiN~JIITI. OHIO ..
enforced. Moreover, they
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HEY, IT'S LENT
ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICES
AND
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR._
PERSONAL CONFESSIO~

1:30 TODAY
SERVICE R~PEATED
THURSDAY EVENING
AT 9:00
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XAVIER CAMPUS
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Administrators Decide Fate
Of New Security Equipment

$315.

by MIKE MADpES
QUALITY SINCE IIJIB

If you want to
buy a Diamond,
make it Litwin
.
Quality. .
Litwin Diamond Cutters
114 West 8th Street

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Salle each leptemMr & February
Combine accredited· study with
· educational stops in Africa, Australasia and the Orient Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
· already experienced this International program: A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free cataiog:

· Box CC12,

Cal. 92888

A high-level administrative and that it is not university
meeting is scheduled today to controiied.·- . He further Cited
review safety-security examples concerning · the
precautions. on campus and to inefficiency of the present system.
·discuss possible alternatives Specifically,.he mentionedthefact
for improvements. Present at · that a time-gap is invoived in
the meeting will be Rev. communicating messages through
Robert W; Mulligan, S.J., the paper system and that many
PrOvost, Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, important messages are unable to
Vice-President of Business · be communicated between the
and Finance, and Mr. Roderick security officers when they are
C. Shearer, Vice-President for apart and out of their security
Student Amara. The News bas vehicle. He stated thatthiscauses
learned that the question problems especially in iiie.pursuit
whether Xavier will obtain a of suspects.
portable U.H.F. two-way
Zabecki stated that the cost of
radio system for Xavier the system would range between
secul,'ity officers will be $3300 and $4200 depending upon
decided at this meeting.
whether a base operational unit
· The proPosed two·way radio· was purchased. He explained.,
system has been the recent topic of h9wever, thatXavierpays$76.5(}'~
much discussion especially among ' month for renting ·the present.
student 'leaden. Such student communication equipmellt. · i/,
involvement ,vas initially Xavier purchased the equipment
precipated by student. concern on a lease-purchase basis, Zabecki
about security measures on stated that Xavier would pay only
campus.
$65 a month and would own the
Thi8 student concern resulted two-way syst4!Jn after five years.
Upon the completion ·or their
not only from the reeent increase
auaulta .involving Xavier presentation · Student Senate
students but also· · from their unanimously voted to recommend
·learning that ·.this system bad that the .university purchase this
previously been propOsed thmugb . security equipment.
the Safety-Security Office and
That a decision concerning the
Purchasing Agent but was ·eguipment seems evident in the
rejected · owing to financial immemate future is substantiated
consideration".
by . the . fact that' BeiDDer and
At the Student Senate meeting ·Mulligan have asked for additonal '
on Wednesday, . February 9, information about the system
Meun. ·Raymond Leisner and from Mr. Tom Stadtmiller,
David Zabeclci of the security force Business Manager.
gave a formal presentation which
Stadtmiller,
however,
explained . moat of the details' mentioned a number of
concerning the system.
possibilities for the attainment of
Leisner pOinted out that the the eqUipment. He stated that the
present communication system for purchase of the system-could' be
Xavier security officers is not reviewed again this year and
sufficient. He clarified this thereby · be purchased in the
statement by explaining that present academic year as a budget
Xavier's present system is only a· addition. On the other hand, he
one-way cOmmunication system stated that the equipment could be

m

• Mr. Thomas J. Stadtmiller
inserted 8s a budget request for
next_year- a procedure, howe~er,
which would delay the arrival and
implementation of the the system.
He further mentioned that he has
heard reports that the system has
been considered by certain
students as a possible gift from
this year~s senior clau:
Stadtmiller emPhasized,
however, that the present overall
security system at Xavier is unot
what one would call a total
failure." He stated that there has
been a cOntinual effort to upgrade
the security departnient within the
past few years and pointed out
that the purchase of a security
v.e hicle and the implementation of
24-hour, aeven·days-a·week
service were tyPical examples.
When q~~tioned by the News,
Mr. Ed Turner, Saf~ty-8ecurity
Director stated that he was
looking forward to having the
equipment at Xavier. He stated,
however;.that the procurement of
the system would probably be on a
lease-purchase basis.

·XAVIER UNIVERSITY
·Goes to
South America

.XAVIER NEWS

.Study Spanish - 8 :weeks
·summer'72
·Round Trip Miami- Bogo~a
Room and Board· $66&.00
· Tuition- 6 credits.
· Dr. Vega: Director
Write or Call:
Summar Sessions Office

- Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
(Tel.: 853-3601)
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Athenaeum
The editors of the Atheneoum
wish to announce that they are
now accepting contributions for
the coming issue. Since this will be
the firstand only edition of the
magazine'during this school year;
the editon hope tO make it a large
one..
In consequence,· they have
decided to accept not only the
usual submissions (i.e., · poetry,
short .stories, on'e-act plays,
personal essays, drawings,' and
photographs), but also anything
else that can be fitted into a
magazine without making a bulge.
Possibilities include cartoons,
comic strips, photographs of
sculptures and college, interviews
(real or imaginary), and songs~
Contributions should be left at
the Ipformation Desk in the
University Center Building, or
submitted personally to John
Blanchard, Bill Kerwin, or Joe
Rn'7lvPi))Pl·
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The Xavier News is published ·during tne school
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Hamilton County,
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at
the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act
of March 3, 1879. Letters should be addressed to
the Editor and mailed to the News in care of the
Xavier University Center.

The News will not publish letters which violate
charity and good taste. Letters containing objectionable sections will not be printed in whole or in
part. Because of space limitations, the News will
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words.
Letters will not be published unless they have been
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name
withheld, the editors will co.mply.

Letters To The Editor
Campus. Litter

An Affirmation

Editor:
Editor:
As human beings living together in a com~unity we cartons, candy and cigarette. boxes, and beer cans among
The h~adline in your last edition was, to say the least,
should respect the environment in which we live, not only other waste. STOP AND THINK PEOPLE!
inaccurate. The Xavier Board of Trustees has, as recently
as December, 1971, made a very firm commitment that · for the sake of the environment but also for the respect of
Isn't it actually easier to throw this crap in your
intercollegiate footbal.l will remain an integral part of our
our fellow man.
wastebasket instead of making it airborne? I don't think
athletic program. The Trustees'.only requirement is that
This brings us to the topic of ecology, in this case, the the problem lies with a lack of disposal facilities, but
the football program must reduce its costs to a point closer
simple problem of littering. It is such a common topic that instead it lies with the people.
to its direct income.
·
it seems ridiculous that I should have to write a letter of
Even though our former Head Coach suddenly resigned
complaint.
This is just one gross example of campus litter.
because of an offer to coach at the University of Wisconsin,
· But as I walked between Kuhlnian and Husman Halls
Now if everyone cooperated and used wastebaskets and
this should not imply that the program itself has been
Sunday, I noticed the litter of Kuhlman's south side and held on to their gum wrappers until they reached a can,
seriously deemphasized relative to past seasons. Coach
Husman's west side.
·
wouldn't this eliminate the problem?
Selcer's record prior to these cutbacks speaks for itself.
I d.0 n't thi'nk I. t would be that hard why don't you thi'nk
And I don't mean plain old litter! I mean: coffee,
•
•
' ,
•
•
My r~ason for writing. this let~r is ?~t so m~ch to
spaghetti and Campbell soup cans, apples, . oranges, of yourself and your fnends while you re domg It?.
plastic cups, Stroh's stay-cold packs, paper bags, milk
-Frank MacDonnell
complam about the_negative headlme as It Is to praise the
·
·
,
. ·
.
••••••••••••••. . . . . . . . . .
talent and enthusiasm of our new Head Coach Tom
Cecchini and his staff. In addition, the men who comprise •••••• .. •• ••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••• • ••••••••• ••
the Xavier football team are not only outstanding athletes
but also good students. Few of our competitors can make
that two-part statement about their team members.
I am sorry that The Xavier .News chose to diminish. the
University's commitment to its football program. As VicePresident for Student Affairs responsible for
intercollegiate athletics, I want to affirm our commitment
to the football program.
The so-called "Black Forum" Xavier's blacks? How many blacks on campus
Good luck Musketeers! The student body and all the ·
sponsored recently by the Afro-American have ever been consulted as to whether they
Xavier community are behind you in your efforts to
produce a great season in 1972. ·
Students Association demonstrates well .want to submit to the rule of this self-appointed
the phenomenon of racism-in-reverse black redemptoralsociety? By way of parallel,
Roderick C. Shearer

Editorial

Racism In Reverse

(Editor's note. At the time of his resignation Selcer
stated: "I do not at present have any other offers, in
coaching or out of coaching.")

Lack Of Student Interest
Editor:
In our limited experience as freshmen class officers at
Xavier; we have noted that one of the most common
complaints concerning student government is its supposed·
lack .of sponsorship of campus activities. The large
majority of students view student government as being
inactive and unconcerned, and there is general
dissatisfaction with it on the grounds ihat it seldom seems
to initiate any constructive programs.
There may, on occasion, be grounds for such an attack,
but our experience in the course of the past month
demonstrates to us, .that any failure of student
government can only be blamed on the indifference of
many Xavier students.
On January 13, the freshman class sponsored poet
LaVerne Lobdell. There was no charge, yet only about a .
dozen studen~ re!Jponded. .
Then, on Februaey 4, the class, in cooperation with the
Dean of Students Office, sponsored a student leadership
workshop. A general i~tation to attend was extended to
all Xavier studentf1 and more than 300 students were
. invited personally.'' A grand total of 26 actually
participated.
·
In a third instance, folk singer Alex Bevan appeared in
the theatre on F~bruary 6, with nominal admission. Only
:45 students showed up.
Finally, there is the case of the f.reehman weekend at.
Milford. Even with Campus Ministry absorbing more than
half of the cost, only 23 students found time to attend.
It appears that any problem can not. be attributed to a
lack of student government programs; but rather to a lack
of student interest in those programs which already exist.
Moreover, it is inaccurate to.~ tate that the four programs
mentioned above were not worthwhile. The small number
of students who diil attend the programs found them very '
enjoyable.
·
Of course, it may be that student government is not
.wanted at all. But even dislike is better than indifference.
John Lechleiter
Jim Moroney
Tom James
Dave Ellerbrock

now being advocated by certain of
Xavier's 'black students. If one were to
believe all . the claims made by
Coordinating Committee members,
notably Thomas Webb, one is led to
wonder how such a racist university as
Xavier ever saw fit to admit blacks in the
first place. One might even question the
motives of blacks in coming to such a
great white fatherly institution, when
presumably .other schools exist where
minorities are not so suppressed and
alienated.
· The proposals put forth by the various
speakers can hardly be considered
constructive for the welfare of the university.
Barbara Milon, for example, urged· Xavier to
abandon all use of aptitude' and achievement
testing for· admissions purposes as
discriminatory and unchristian.
Unfortunately, Milon ·failed to. demonstrate
that the Scholastic Aptitude Test used by
Xavier discriminates against persons
educated in sub-par school systems. Even if
such a claim could be "demons~ated," it would ·
be a highly subjective one at best.
Moreover, what other admissions criteria
should be employed by an ·educational
institution, one of whose chief goal~ is tO
matriculate students ofhigh academic calibre?
Should ·Xavier now·begin to admit students on
the ba·sis of their parents' previous financial
contributions to the university? Should blacks
·now be admitted according to the size of their
Afroes? In other words, Milon's argument lost
90% of its weight when. she proved ·unable to
produce a reasonable or workable alternative
to the present system. And it need hardly be·
stated that if all admissions criteria
whatsoever were eliminated, Xavie:r.'s
enrollment ·could swell to proportions so
epidemic . as to make the s.chool totally
unrecognizeable and .unmanageable.
·The statement by Mr. John Baker that the
· Afro-American Student Assooiation is "not a
.social club or organization, but a political
}fovernment of black students" is also highly
· suspect. By what right does this ~rganization
. claim the power to govern the activities of
(

one could hardly imagine· the screams of
protest that would justly rise from all quarters
on campus, were the Military Department
suddenly · to proclaim itself the political
government of ·all students enrolled· in
R.O.T.C. Baker then proceeded to demand an
annual allowance of $5000 from the
university's General Fee in order for the
Association to carry out its activities. It did not
occur to him to state what these activities are
arid· how the extraordinary sum of $5000 is to
be spent. It is suggested to Baker that if his
organization is . in reality a political
government, as he claims, that it exercise its
right of taxation· and raise the $5000 from its
black citizenry.
. Speaking on the Black Studies Program,
Leon Henderson took his opportunity to
~astigate all Xavier admmistration attempts
to develop a curriculum hi this area.
Henderson could have chosen to regard the
introduction of the few new black culture
courses as R\ positive step toward a whole black
studies cutnculunt... Rather,~he chose to regard
it ·as a ··delaying tactic · of administration
officials to placate black militant.. In fairness
to Xavier's administrative apparatus, the
Black Studies Proposal has met with no more
delay than most of the dozens of other
proposals stiil to be resolved. Henderson's
attitude . toward the "exploiting whites" is
hardly geared to engender any further support
for black curriculum. pr.oposals. ·
The appare.nt position of the
Coordinating Committee is that the
entire universitY structure exists for the
purpose of furthering black welfare,
while blacks themselv.es ·owe nothing to
Xavier and should feel free io sit back and
criticize as they please. One must doubt
whether.the average black student views
his relationship with Xavier in such a
militantly ·racist light. And ·perhaps if
Xavier's administration were not kept so
busy reacting to such incessant, inane
demands, it might even find the time to
develop truly wo~thwhile programs for
blacks at Xavier.
-JGT
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Bill Quinn

Forum

Its Beautiful Ambiguity
It seems that X.U. is once again
at the brink of a not so crucial
controversy
and
the
accompanying exchange of
caustically sarcastic letters to the
editor. My intent it not ·to offer
another contribution to the corpus,
but to abort it before it grows out of
hand. I mean that there was a lot
of heated argumentation wasted
over the fabliau crisis two years
ago, with no significant results.
Some might object to an equation
of the present controversy over
philosophy and theology
requirements to the late, great
fabliau feud - I ask them to
forgive a quirk of my character. On
the other hand, the petitioners
have equated philosophy and
theology and I doubt they are
recalling a radically classical
concept of "first philosophy."
Most people have seen the
present petition to diminish and! or
eliminate the "philosophy"
requiretPentofthecore; it is not the
first. I must confess I signed it,
after some hesitation. There were
ulterior motives involved (viz., a
great-looking girl), b1:1t I
ration'alized my doubts away. I
signed it for precisely those
reasons Greg Boehm objected to it

- its beautiful ambiguity. I have
this habit of assuming another's
intelligence until he proves his
stupidity. I read and re-read last
week'sletter"Tear.XUDown"and
realized the evidence was in.
I maintain this very democratic
prejudice in favor -of selfdetermination and naively applied
it to the promulgators of the antiphilosophy petitioners. I pre·
supposed that the Xavier student
was competent enough to
construct his own ratio studio rum;
discipline might vary greatly but
the synaptical intention would.
remain the same. Obviously, this
was a mistake. I am, however,
trapped within the interplay of
subjective and objective truthsthe rules are more complex than
those of golf. ·
I still believe that the indiyidual
must be allowed to choose his own
course of studies. But I also believe
he has the obligation to chose
"rightly." This has little to do with
the choosing of an English major
in favor of a History major but is a
dedication
to
pursue
understanding. Xavier is no
Castalia, but neither should it
become a trade school; it flounders
somewhere in between - catholic

. discipline of study may· be
considered only a mild disease;
an- unshakeable assumption of
autonomy proves terminal.
I signed the petition happily
strutting from the Bookstore to the
Grill. I had no hate for the
Philosophy Department - they
are no more incompetent than
~thers at Xavier, no less. I just
thought that it was no longer
necessary to plow through formal
philosophy in order to think
philosophically.
Eventually, every discipline
must get around to considering the
positions and influence of major
thinkers - at least, they should.
Therefore, "philosophy vs.
whatever" becomes a question of
style, and, despite Oscar Wilde,
style is never as important as
content. So I signed the }?eautifully
ambiguous petition, thinking that
-"petition" still meant "request"
and not "ultimatum."
Perhaps the petitioners thought
they were speaking with the proxyauthority of over 1000 troops when
they wrote their letter to the
administration via the News. I am
sure of at least one person they did
not adequatly represent. Maybe
the petition requires a poll to

,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,.<'' ' ·' ' ' ' '·' ' :'

clarify itself. I wonder how many ·administration's Catholicity and
others realized that a harmless the intended catholicity of a
sheet of paper would be turned into "pure" university. The catalogue's
description of Xavier's "goals" is
a manifesto.
.
. Last week's letter reveals a often as 'ambiguous as the present
juvenile anti-pathy towards petition that refutes them.
guidance, cooperation, and
But last week's letter almost
compromise. Perhaps such people disqualifies the stance of the
despise the discipline of the core . position it vehemently seeks to
need it the most. On the other defend. The conflict over the core
hand, force-fed "Truth" is hard to should continue as a concerned
digest. I keep on saying "on the conflict of principles. The
other hand" a lot, · precisely administration must recognize the·
because the whole argument is priority of the student's
ambidextrous, and no one finger individuality and consider his
can demand existence, I have competence at self-determination
experienced
cer tain
in studies. The student must
core
courses that
I least acknowledge the value of the
wanted to attend and yet found administration's and the faculty's
most rewarding; I have also experience. This assumes each is
experienced the opposite.
each, and neither ever wholly is.
The core has changed; the choice Precisely for this reason the
of majors is the students' own; argument continues.
more or less electives are allowed. I
The author of last week's letter
have many concerned insults for recognized a "myriad of reasons"
Xavier, but "prison" is not one of for discontent; for myself at least,
them.
this implies the necessity fo.r care
I find it hard to believe the "Tear in the consideration. But he can
XU Down-" writers did not know "see no way..." that actual
what the Jesuits were up to' before decisions could be other than his
they came here; the Black Robes own. The core-curriculum was
havebeenatitforsuchalongtime. originally intended as a guide. For
The Jesuits think they know some it has become a leash - this
something that the students do was the content of the petition I
not; so they are going to let th~m signed.
have it. If you deny the maJOr
Both the problem and the
premise, there is no legitimate argument have innumerable
conclusion that allows coming facets. A time, however, comes to
here until the Jesuits leave. stop rumination and debate, to
Enrollment for them is a student's accept and start performing. But
voluntary act to restrict his liberty the "Tear XU Downers" have
for the sake of some educational missed the mark. Perhaps their .
guidance. Aristotle states, "once last paragraph is simply a
you have thrown a stone and let it utilitarian shock tactic, therefore,
go, you can no longer recall i~, even they are not to be taken seriously.
though the power to throw 1t was Perhaps they are dedicated to their
yours, for the initiative was within threats; then, they seem more
you" (Nicomachean Ethics, Bk. 3. suitable candidates for a
demolition derby than college;
1,1114a).
The practical application of this therefore, they are not to be taken
ethical principle is not so simple·at seriously. The American
Xavier as many administrators experiment in a liberal arts
believe. At times, there appears an education for all is interesting
between
the while it lasts, very appealing, veri;
impasse
egalitarian, very quixotic.

_jJ (jelz :J)iamonJ i~ /fJI•eve,.f
OUR DIAMONDS ARE NEVER DULL
Dull diamonds do exist. They have no fire
because they're badly cut or of poor color. A small
well-cut diamond can flash brilliantly
across a room. You'll never get a dull diamond
from us. Because we insist on value and
quality and brilliance. We'd be a dull,
untuccessful store if we didn't.
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Black· Identity
The recent Black Forum touched lost m the slave experience. The dominant culture. Black ghettoes
on many of the difficult situations tabula rasa which resulted from in the cities are increasing in size · .
encountered by blacks in this slavery was inscribed with some of whii:e ethnic ·p;;ckets {Poles~ lri&ii;country.· Unfortunately, many J!te ~oat !Jn~rtant attributes of Italians), have become less clearly
terms were tossed out without black identity - ecstatic religion, delineated. The remarkable
being sufficiently explained or mother-oriented family, "Uncle acheivement of the blacks in their
defined. Among those were black :Pomi'sm", and' anti-white "durable fiber of humanity" in
nationalism and black culture: attitudes. Outside of certain reaction to this racism, an
Books have been writtep entirely principles in their dialect and achievement based on creativity
--'
. on those termi!, and their . music (cf. Charles Kiels and the · and adaptability.
meanings . a~ still fiercely primacy of the ·"soul" ideology in
The prime difficulty in assessing
contested. Both concepts are Urban Blues, 1966), the search for the identity of the black American
inextricably bound up in the more the African_: identity of the rests in two paradoxes. The first is
comprehensive notion of the black American black is almost .that the black American is in a
American's ·identity. Perhaps a nugatory. It is the American . sense "suspended" between two
di8CUBBion of this identity will experience that has been most cultUres, neither of which he can
furnish
some help in. ·crucial in the black American's participate in fully. He . is not
understanding the complexity of 'identity.
African nor is he truly American.
these terms, an 'understanding
What then is the :.most The .blacks themselves have not
which, if it existed, was. sadly comprehensivefeatureoftheblack. reached unanimity· on this
unexpressed at the Forum.
American identity? What then can. question. Many black aspire to the
· Melville Herskovits in the 1940's be used as a basis of identity for values of middle class America-attempted to provide a base for the black American outside of his and; once attained, reject or ignore
Our representative will be on campus:
black nationalism by defining skin? The oldest, most consistent, those who have not reached their
black culture in terms of the and likewise, the most terrifying plane. Other blacks want to
. FRIDAY
. survival ofAfrican influences in· aspect of the black American's maintain strict autonomy and '
FEBRUARY 2&, 1972.
the black.American's experience. identity is his encounter with completely undermine middle
His academic analysis has been ·racism. Whether systematic or class values. Closely linked with
.Please contacfthe plac~merif
taken up!opularly ·~ the ·last ·spora~ic, blatant or. subtle,· thisistheparadoxofthesocietyin
office for an appc;in,ment.< · .
several years. Witness the antagonistically conscious or which the black American. exists. '
ignorantly
subconscious,
the
·
Mainstream
Ametica
beckons
the
flowering of "Afro" clothes, h~
.bulfcl.•' ,.
' , .__
styles~
etc.'· However, this· racist theme Jtaa haunted the blacks to identify with the ideals of
"African" movemen~n the part of black man in American e:Yer since · middle:class coJ;U~umption, but, in
the blaeks provides but a very hi8fintimcounterwiththewhites. its racist dimension, at the same .
Racism foreed the black man to times excludes the blacks by ·
-partial anawer to the- questi~n ~i
turn his back on the. African maintaining the ghettoes,
black identity., .
Even a c1irsory knowledge of heritage. Contrary to the physically, socially, and
Tile Equitabla Llfa Assurance Society af the Unlted'Stat•
African history reveals the variety experience of other minority economically. Blacks and whites
New Yarlr, N.Y. ·
:
.
·
~ups, the blaek man waa unable · must work together to resolve
An Equal Opportunity EmploYer, M/F
of customs, clBBB structure, and .-owing tO- racism~- to exJ,erience :·these paradoxes. The alternatives
languqe..The tendency is to play
-----· . '------- .. into tile.
-·--· B.!e fri.Jhtening.
down. this · complexity and ..larie-iicileJ8ssimilation
subati.tute a mythical Africa, ruled
by colorful kings and with a people
united by a common idea of life
~'
'· '
based on music, freedom, and self- PICTUa YOUIIIILF AS
expreesion. This is, at best, only
SIXTH ANNUAL
APAULIST.
(
:true of a limited area and is by n:o
meana a aufficient basis for
defi.Ding the .black man's identity.
It is. much simpler to speak of the
XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
-·
---·- .·
.. -·· .. .
. ·BOOK STCiRE
heritage of an .Italian or an '
Irislmian, where. ther~ is iiiCieeaa
common languageand- set .or
customs. The black American's
experience is unique and can be ·
compared only partially with the ·
experience of ethnic minorities.
·
First,
Aside from these thoughts, there. '. picture a reComis a much more important • ligious
munity. A
consideration for determining • Community
HAPPY FACE
bl"cli: identity. Whatever cmninon . founded by
VALUES ON ALL
heritage there was among the . an American convert
blacks when they left Africa was
OF
THE FOLLOWING
in, and for,· the
~lmost completely suppressed and
benefit
of
ITEMS.
.
----- North Amer·
ica.
· Picture a
founder who
was a century
·ahead of his
' time. A man .
with a vision
·'· , .. ·.
that came true.
;..,
A man with
BOOKS
~ RECORDS - CANDLES
a belief thai
a COmmunity could be modem
(Continued from page 1)
WINDBREAKERS - SWEAT SHIRTS ;__JACKETS
and flexible enough to meet the
partidpation · in the form. of
· TEE SHIRTS - STUFFED ANIMALS.
nee~ of t~e Church .in every age
suggestions to. help iron out any : as they arase. A Community that
foreseeable difficulties.
wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that
When later queetioned in rqard
would communicate throuah the
to this new reeide~ce· policy, Tom · a~ken and printed word and one
affirmed that th~ only change
that wouldn't be· hamiJered by
which will remain permanent . apeeiftc activities.when new needa
· . .
.
under all condjtions would be the : · ariae.
men
in
this
Next,
picture
the
"tighter aecunty' in:the ·women's · new Community. They would be
quarters'."· He specifically · ftCxible. Sach one ·would use his
mentioned that the women's areu · own individual talents in his own
will be locked for the maxinuim . way and would be pven the ·freeto do so.
·
number of hours and e~Pecially . domThese
are the Paulists; The
SALE. DATES
after intervisit.ltion hours.
modern religious Community.
Keeping
pace
with
the
times.
In
reference
to
the
FEBRUARY 16th thru 26tl:l
Concerned. Involved.
·
intervisitation policy in general,
If ,you can picture yourself ai
Tom commented that the program
a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Rey. Donald· C.
"is not going as it· should." He
FREE SMILEY SEALS WHILE THEY LASTI
.
.
Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Dl·
stated that certain people are
.
taking a hard look at the program · rector, Room No. 400 ·
SPECIAL - FREE BONUS FOR FIRST 200 CUSTOMERS;
and noted that intervisitation is
SPECIAL - 35¢ COUPON GIVEN TO ALL LADIES ON ·
not.intended to be completely open
.
PURCHASE OF LEGGSI
situation. He concluded his
415 West 59th Street
statements by emphasizing that New York, N.Y. 10019.
SPECIAL- FREE CAMPUS .PAC TO AlL SALE Cti'STOMERS
"w,; as a university must be .
WHILE THEY LAST.
· concerned with. providing living ~....;,..-~----=...,.-----!
accornmodatio_!ls that.are safe." ··
~,._;~.--·~- ~--·---~---..,
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FLY YOUR OWN
HELICOPTER

Crumbs

• • •

Football at Xavier remains an February 28 at 8:00 p.m~ This Dr. Novice Fawcett.
issue on account of .the secrecy documentary examines the ways
. * * * * * *
·
involved in university decisions in ·which nian'a growing
concerning the intercollegiate . knowledgeofthiaplanetwillaffect. -Talent acta at Xavier have an
his futUre. Award-winning science op~rtunitr to audition at Miami
.aport. If intercollegiate football is
related ._tO the students at this reporterDavidProwittandapanel UniVeratty for aum~er
campus, it seem that Mr. James of research scientists will provide . performances at .C:edar ~omt.
· These college auditions will be
McCafferty, Athletic Director, and commentary.
.* * * * * *
held at Miami University on
Mr. Jack Cherry, Sports
Tuesday, April 18. Tryouts are
Information Director, have some
During the months of July and scheduled for 5:00p.m. in the Hall
type of responsibility to this
August,
1972, Xavier University Auditorium. At present, the
student body. If football is for the
students, we challenge these two will conduct an eight-week entertainment program does not
adininiatratora to sponsor an open program of Spanish studies in include openings for bard rock or
and public forum which will afford Bogota, Colombia. This program . aoul·groupa, but singers, dancers,
Xavier students the opportunity to is sponsored by the Evening muaicians,andnoveltyactaofany
question and . express their College and the Summer Sessions ' variety will be considered. Anyone
opinions concerning Xavier and is under the supervision of the interested in wardrobe, stage
football. If football is not for the Department of Modern managing,etc.,iaalaoencouraged
students the question remains Languages. The program to attend for an interview. For
represents an invitation to college additional information, and a .
why it is here.
students and high school listing of other audition stops,
.• * * * * *
graduates to study the Spanish please write: Live Show
For full detalls please mall this coupon, or call:
Special thanks to the cafeteria language and Columbian Department; Cedar Point Inc.,
employee who expressed delight civilization on all levels from Sandusky, Ohio 44870.
'
···-····-~·--·~·-··········.·················
Warrant Officer Flight Training
· -- ·;- ,.; "' "' .- "'
that "Crumbs" stated the truth in . elementary to advanced courses.
U.s. Army Recruitiiig Malil Station
exposing, the false advertising of For additional information
309 w, Washington st.
The National Endowment for
living
our Food Services who advertised concerning
Indfanapolla, IN 46204
the
Humanities has named Lionel
sirloin steaks but served the accommodations, cost, and other
Trilling to give the first of the
Dr.
Matias
·vega,
items
contact
students
good
hiunburger
instead.
Name:
Chairman of the Modern annual Jefferson Lectures in the
**"'***
Language Department, at Room Humanities, a national series
Address:
Kathy
Eiselein,
WCET
Cocreated to help bridge the gap
104.C
of the Alter Building.
------------------------------------------------Chairman for "Special of the
between learning and public
* .. * * .. *
Week,"
us to m-ention
affairs by enabling thinkers of
Students at Xavier should be international reputation to bring
that a sp~ial program entitled
"The Restless Earth" . will be informed that fellow students at their wisdom, knowledge, and
Age: ------ Years School -----------------------------..:--shown on Channel48, on Monday, the local mega-university, namely experience to bear on
Ohio State, have nominated contemporary concerns. Trilling,
Marxist ·history professor an internationally known writer
Staughton Lynd to be the new and teacher, is one of the three
president of the school succeeding University Professors at
Columbia University, an honor
awarded only to outstanding
.
teachers whose work and thought
SECOND SEMESTER + SUMMER
transcend their own academic
OFF CAMPUS
fields. Trilling will deliver the first
Jefferson Lecture before an in vi ted
··
LUXURY LIVING
audience of scholarly, cultural,
Library size, . I 971 edition, bronc and public leaders in Washington,
new, still in ba,x. Cast new: $45.00 D.C., in April, 1972, and it will be
The VIlla (Theda Bara House) corner Ledgewood
published threafter to insure its
at Victory Prky. Female students, double rooms.
wide availability in all sectors of
Will
Sell
for
$15
Pool, parking, air conditioned, washer-dryers,
the country. The subject of
Deduct I O'l 0 on orders of 6 or more.
Trilling's lecture has not yet been
kitchen facilities, TV.
announced but he will address
Mail to
himself
to those aspects of
Manor House - Efficiencies for two - carpeted,
contemporary culture related to
NORTH
AMERICAN
air conditioned, furnished, · TV, kitchens, parking,
the humanities.

._u.s. Arliy Warrant Officer
Fllpt Tralnlnc

has asked

When you know
it's for keeps

. DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER

~~

I

Now available.

Call Mrs. Grube- 731-6505.
Discounts by year leases.

L1 QUI DATORS

* * • * ......

1450 Niagara Falls Blvd.
Dept.
Tonawanda, New York 14150
r-,.O.D orders enclose $1.00 good will
~eposit: Poy bolonce plus C.O.D .. shrp·
!Ping on delivery. Be satisfied on rnspecion or return within I 0 days for lui
efund. No dealers; each volume speci·
ficolly stamped not for resole.
Please odd $I .25 postage and handling.
New York State residents odd applicablE
soles toM .
..,i

..____________________,i...._________

Xavier University handbook ten
years ago today: "All freshman
and sophomore students are
required to live in the University
residence halls and may not live
off campus without specific and
individual permission of the
Student Welfare Committee."
Some things never change!

FINLANDIA $150
ALSO TO 2100
WEDDING RING 3 •. 75

Choose Keepsake
confidence and
famous Keepsake G•,.,r,.nr.... ,
· of flawless quality, tr<>•1<>-lrnl
value and protection
against loss.

OUR

·zeffS
STUDENT CHARGE
ACCOUNTS INVITED

7&0 SWIFTON SHOPPING
CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
·731-1800

IJ,.,,wJ wil~ pure

·wESTERN HILLS PLAzA
881-8811

_A.,./,~ian Waler

8th AND MONMOUTH,
NEWPORT. KENTUCKY
261-4183

WATER
MAKES
THE
DIFFERENCE!

THE BURGER BREwiNG CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO

GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND
FACULTY MEMBERS

"
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Final score: '69-56

T.he Games Room

Muskies Fall To ·Detroit
In Ninth Road Defeat·
by RICK SADOWSKI
The Musketeer basketball team also because of their horrendous
must have something against . shooting, only 38% from the field.
·
playing on the road. Since the1946-47 season, Xavier basketball
Scotty Franklin, in his second
teams have lost 202·of·302 road start of the season, and Conny
Warren led the Musketeers in
games, and the record at
Scon'ng wt'th 13 pot'nts apiece,· they
Cincinnati Gardms (20·39) isn't
any better. So it wasn't very also connected with l().of·15 shots
surprising when Xavier lost at from the field, which means that
Detroit last Saturday night, 69-56. the rest of the team made only
The Muskies have now lost nine· eight baskets in 32 attempts.
out-of-ten away contests this
Detroit, after trailing 8·7 in the
season.
early· going, scored six -straight
Xavier lost the game because points and were of{ to the races
they were unable to penetrate the from thatpointon. They opened up
Titan's man·for·man defense and ·a 34-·23 lead at the half, and with

Detroit-Xavier
FG Fl' Reb Aet TP
6-10 1·3
8
3 13
3
1-8 7·7
1 9
5
.
2.0
2·3
2 6
Full1U1on ......... 2·7
4-5
9
2 8
Alt ...................;, 2·7
J.l
1 5
2
Bl011110m ........... ~ ().1
0
0 0
0
1 0
Deardorff........ ().3 0.1
Eck .................... .1·1 ~
1
3 2
Franklin .......... 4-5 5-6
1
0 13
TOTALS ....... 1847 2().27 29 13 56
T - Rebound•: 8
DETROIT (69) FG Fl' Reb A•t TP
Jolm110n .......... 4-4 1·2
4
2
9
Pleu................. 9-13 ().4
9
3 18
S.IU.,............... 4-12 3-4
9
3 11

a-u............. s.1s

~

1

2 16

Manh...............

0.1

2·
0
1

4 8
3 ·2
1 5
18 69 ·

Lacy ..................

().0

.....................

().3

5-6

TOTALS....... 30-56 9-17

26

Team Rebounu: 9
Technical FouJ.: Eck, Lacy
Attendance: 2479

XAVIER. ............................;...... 23
DETROIT ................................. 34

33-56
35-69

by BILL LESSHAFFI'
On Wednesday, February 9, the
Xavier Freshman Basketball
Team travelled to Louisville,
Kentucky, for a game with the
University of Loui,ville Baby
Cardinals. Playing in cavernous
Freedom Hall, the Baby
Musketeers were handed a 112·65
defeat by a highly-rated Louisville
team.
Xavier waa in trouble from the
outset of competition, with the
Cardinals rolling up 14 points
before Xavier could get their first
tally, a foul shot by 6-4 forward
Gary Diedrich .. The Cardinals
stretched their lead to 31, going to
the locker. room with a 54-23
advantage.

by RICK SADOWSKI
The Xavier M~sketeers, after
winning both ends of a two-game
home stand, took to the road last
Wednesday night. The Muskies
had upped their record to 9-9 and
had looked impressive in wins
over Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Dayton.
Unfortunately the team went to
the Milwaukee Arena to play Marquette, the second-ranked college
basketball team in the country
according to the UPI and AP
polls.
The Muskies may have a good
coach in Dick Campbell, but even
he couldn't perform the necessary miracle against the powerful
Warriors. The Muskies were

Xavier(59)
FG
F1' Rb As Pt
Helmera ...... ().4
3-4
2 3 3
Warren ....... 3-10 3-4
9
8 2
Fullarton ..... 10.14 2·4
8 3 22
Blnerar ....... 2-5
a 3 5
1·2
Alt ............ 2·6
1-1
1 .3 5
Franklin ...... 1·2
0·1
2 3 2
0.()
Blosaom ...... . 1·2
1 2 2
Eck ........... ~-4
0 8
4-4
4
Deardorff .... 1·2
~
2 0 2
Willis ......... 0.1
1 0
1-1
1
TOTALS ..... 22·50 15-21 36 19 59
Team Rebounds - 7

-------

Zne•k ........
Frazier .. , ....
Spyehalla .....
O•trand .......

J.l
~

Fl' Rb As Pt
5-8
3-5
4-6
CJ.Q
().v

2-4

1-4
().1
().1

12 4
7 0
21 1
0 4
5 6
0 2
3 0
1 . 1
0 0
2 0
0 0

19
17
22
14

6
2
5
2
0
2
0

().0.
1·2
().0
Lam ........... 0.2
TOTALS ..... ·37-114 15-29 59 18 89

Mil............

.

FG
7-17
7·12
9-14
7·15.
3-17
0.1
2-3

· six-and ·a·half minutes to play had
a commanding 57·43 bulge.
The Titans, now 15-4. and headed
for their first tournament in ten
· years, were led by Billy Pleas and
Frank Russell, who scored 18 and
16 points, respectively.
The Muskies will take their 9·11
record into Cincinnati Gardens
tonight for the annual affair with
the University of Cincinnati,
whose Bearcats have won five out
of their last six games, including
an upset of 16th-ranked
Jacksonville. Xavier trails in the
series, 26-12.

For Xavier Frosh, 112-65

Warriors Go On The
W a~path. Once More

Marquette (89)
Lackey ........
MeNelll .......
Chone• .......
McGuire ......
Wa•hlnrton ..

Tournaments

Louisville Is Too Strong

XAVIER (118)
Warren ........... ..
Heinlen .......... .
Binerar........... .

4·7
1·2

The Games Room is planning to organize tournaments and
leagues throughout the months of March, A~ril •. and May.
Anyone interested is asked to pick up an apph~atio~ form at
the Games Room Desk in the basement of the Untverstty Center.

-------

crushed 89-59, by far their worst
performance of the aeason, as
Marquette extended their record
to 18-0; the victory was also num·
her 6B in a row at home for the
Warriors.
Conny Warren, whose forte has
been his outstanding board work,
scored two early baskets to tern·
porarily put Xavier in front, 4-1.
But the McGuire-led Warriors
came
stormingJim
back
and once
AU-American
Chones
and
Bob Lackey, who combined for
41 points and 33 rebounds, went
to work, it was all over:.
The Warriors built up a lead of
40-23 at the half, and when the
score became 76-43 with seven
minutes to go, McGuire emptied
his bench and it wa8 an even
game the rest of the way.
For Xavier, Bob Fullarton
scored 22 points, most of them
from fairly long range, and pulled
down eight rebounds; Warren
scored nine points and also had
eight rebounds; Eck finished with
eight points and four rebounds.
The Muskies will play Mar·
quette again in less than two
weeks at Schmidt Fieldhouse, the
scene of lasi years' near upset;
Xavier led by· as many asll paints
early in the second half before a
national television audience. The
Warriors eventually ..,on the con·
test, 76-58.

WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
Author MS.
Cell By Appointment Only.

The Baby Muskies refused to
give up, and played better in the
second half. However, Louisville
just proved too strong for Xavier,
with the final.outcome being a 112·
65 setback for the Muskies.
Diedrich led Xavier in scoring
with 31 points, while Pete Accetta
followed with 17. High scoring
honors for the game went to
Louisville's Allen Murphy who
had 38 points, followed by Ulysses
Bridgeman's 32 tallies.
This defeat dropped theMuskies
to 2·11 for the season with three
more road games on slate before
they return home for a rematch
with Marshall University on
February 26.

February 21
28
March
13
20

April

17

·Bridge
' Junior and Senior Eight Ball
Freshman and Sophomore Eight Ball
Checkers
Chess

Leagues
March·.

6
15

Foosball
Shuffleboard

Mounties Dism·ount
Musketts, 60-15
by PAT GORDON
The scoring freeze of Xavier
continued throughout the third
quarter, while the Mounties con·
tinued to dominate the boards and
scor.ed at will. With only three
minutes left in the quarter,
Melody Fine broke the freeze
with an eight-foot jump shot.
When the third quarter ended,
the Musketts found. themselves
down by 40 points. The Mounties,
with substitutes starting the entire
fourth quarter, only mustered ten
points while for the third time,
Xavier only managed five points.
Game honors went tO Barb
Klamo with 18 points and Brinkman led the Musketts with a four ·
point performance. With. the victoey, the Mount boosted their
record to 1-1, while Xavier drop.
ped to 1-3.

Last Thursday night . Head
Coach Jean Dowell brought her
defending state champions,
Mount St. Joseph, into Schmidt
Fieldhouse to match her girls
against the girls of Xavier.
In the course of the first quar·
tel', the Mount scored at will while
Xavier helped the Mountie cause
by contributing costly turnovers. ·
However, when Xavier shot, there
was absolutely no chance for a
quick tip-in because of the over·
powering frame and presence of
6-3
Barb . Klamo, the Mountie.
1
center.
The half ended in a. disappoint·
ing a5-5 edge, due to the fact that
the Mount held Xavier scoreless in
the second period. Klamo led all
scoring in the half with 12 points,
with more than ample support
frOm teammate Jan Fessel, who
bad ten. For the Musketts,
Laverne Brinkman led the scor·
ing with a mere four points and
Judy Phillips managed to sink a
free throw.

1

2

3

4

MOUNT sT.
JOSEPH ....... 14
XAVIER....... 5

21

15
5

10
5

il ·

Total·.
60
15

XAVIER·VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS
PLAYER
G GS FGA FGM FG% FTA FTM Fl'% REB AVG AST PTS AVG
Fullarton ...... 20 1.9 182
116 .637
94
66 .702 157
7.9
20 298 14.9
·sa .469 117
Helmers•••••••• 20 19 209
93 .795 104
5.2
35 289 14.5
•63
Alt •••••••••••••••• 20 20 193
83 .430
36
31 .889
3.2
45 197 ·s.8
Warren ......... 20 20 166
66 .398
52
34 .654
210 10.5
20 166
8.3
Binegar •••••••• 20 12 133
62 .466
66 '.3.3
67
41 .162
40 165. 8.3
Eck ••••••••••••••• 19. ·o
'45
27 .600
16
12 .750
25
'66
1.3
9
3.5
Blossom........ 17 1
17 .739
23
26
19 .731
35
2.1
7
53
3.1
Deardorff..... 18 '4
50
20 .400
27
15 .556
19
1.0
15
55
3.0
Willis •••••••••••• 14 0
21
14 .667
17
24 . 1.7
'4
12 .712
40
2.9
Franklin....... 16 2
16 .471
34
18
9 .500
17
14
1.0
41
2.6
Petroski ....... 6 3
10
'4
5 .500
3
'7
2 .667
0.7
12 . 2.0
2. .400
Skaleski ....... 4 0
'5
'4
3
0 .000
3
0.8
0
1.0
Matsen•••••••.•• 3 0
o.3·
1
0 .000
0
o· 0.0
1
0 .000
0

.---------~--------------·------------------~------~------------------------.

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola .. That's the way it should be.

It's the real thing.~.

